RELAX

CHESTERS STABLES
AT WALWICK HALL

SPA. POOL. GYM.
AT THE HOTEL
Indulge in a visit to the SPA at Walwick Hall Hotel.
Enjoy a trip to the SPA where you can indulge
in a relaxing treatment, take a dip in our unique
pavillion pool or if you’re feeling energetic
we have a state of the art gymnasium where
you can work out to until your heart’s content.

See enclosed Treatment List & Prices.

SPA IN THE
STABLES
Don’t lift a finger, we’ll come to you.
You can enjoy a selection of relaxing Spa treatments
in the complete privacy and comfort of your Stable
Suite. Our highly skilled and professional Germaine de
Capuccini therapists will come to you with everything
they need to transform your suite into a tranquil and
relaxing haven. Our treatments can be tailored to meet
your needs and our in-suite treatment service can be
arranged 7 days a week.

PLEASE NOTE SPA, POOL AND GYM
AT WALWICK HALL HOTEL AND TREATMENTS
IN YOUR SUITE MUST BE BOOKED IN ADVANCE.
ACCESS TO POOL AND GYM ONLY AVAILABLE
AT ALLOCATED TIMES.
Please call Reception for more information about times
and book early to avoid disappointment.

TREATMENTS AVAILABLE
IN YOUR SUITE
SPERIENCE AROMA ELEMENT MASSAGE
FULL BODY
BACK AND NECK

£95 / 55 minutes
£75 / 30 minutes

Based on traditional Chinese philosophy, Sperience aromas are related to
the five elements. Each zodiac sign is associated with one with one of these choose your massage in relation to your sign or based on your mood and needs
and simply enjoy.
PRESCRIPTIVE FACIAL

£95 / 55 minutes

A prescriptive treatment designed especially for your skin. Regardless of your skin
type, age or concerns, this facial will specifically cater to your skin’s needs. Your
facial includes a highly relaxing anti-ageing facial massage, together with a warm
Pinda scalp massage, to leave your skin fresh, clear and radiant.
Why not add one of these treatments to your Prescriptive Facial to truly enhance
your experience…
BAOBAB SCALP MASSAGE

£35 / 15 minutes

A nourishing and moisturising neck and scalp massage utilising the benefits of
ethically sourced baobab seed oil. A highly effective stress-relieving experience,
perfect for adding to any face or body treatment.
GLYCOCURE RENEWING PEEL

£25 / 15 minutes

An advanced exfoliation peel to eliminate dead skin cells, detoxify the dermis
and reduce congestion. Formulated with Alpha Hydroxy Acids (AHAs), wrinkles
and pigmentation are reduced and the skin is left more balanced and hydrated,
enhancing the effects of subsequent treatments.
TIMEXPERT RIDES COLLAGEN BOOST EYES

£35 / 30 minutes

Utilising exclusive Micro-Dermoxine Complex and Azarole Buds, results are seen
immediately after this 30 minute flash treatment. Lines and wrinkles are filled in
and puffiness is reduced, rejuvenating the eye contour.

TO BOOK CALL 01434 620 156
OR EMAIL CHESTERS@WALWICKHALL.COM

TREAT
SOMEONE
Choose one of our fabulous gift sets available in the Spa
or gift someone with a Walwick Hall Gift Voucher
which can be obtained via our reception.
TO DISCUSS A GIFT CARD, CALL 01434 620 156
OR EMAIL HELLO@WALWICKHALL.COM

CHESTERS STABLES
AT WALWICK HALL

